
jasonbenchmark doors



Security
Mortised deadlocks with stylish handles which 
are available in selected colours. Double 
doors include concealed flush bolts.

Strength

Sturdy frame design maintains minimum frame 
width of 75mm. Designed specifically for 
cavity brick construction and aligns perfectly 
with all other Jason products.

range 
Single and double leaf hinged doors may 
include mid-rails or a glazing bar configuration 
in a pattern of your choice and in a vast range 
of sizes. Sidelites, highlites and arch tops can 
also be coupled to your door style.

couplerS 
A full complement of couplers provides a 
neat and appealing door to door, door to 
window alignment.

		180 degree straight coupler accepts  
60mm (od) steel column

		135 degree bay coupler accepts  
60 mm (od) steel column

		90 degree corner coupler accepts  
60mm (od) steel column

		Door to window highlite coupler

performance 
Products are designed to meet the 
performance criterion as stipulated in 
AS 2047 and tested by NATA approved 
agencies. As a member of the Australian 

Window Association products are subject to 
third party audits designed to ensure that the 
product matches the publicised test results. 
Performance labels are permanently placed on 
all windows to confirm the structural rating 
and the water performance capabilities.

plaSter Stop 
Jason’s unique Plaster Stop minimises cracking 
and reduces the cost of maintenance.

colonial Bar 
A choice of either the integral glazing bar or a 
stick on application is available. The integral 
bar enables different glass substances and 
bevelled glass to be incorporated in the 
product design.

glazing 
Glazed externally incorporating high tack 
pressure tape adhering the glass to the frame 
on contact. The best in water proofing 
performance without compromising security. 
The Benchmark series doors offer a vast 
range of glazing options, single pane, double 
pane, security glass and toned glass to support 
your home’s energy efficiency.

Building-in detail 
Twist-in lugs to the internal and external brick 
course provide added strength and enduring 
frame fixing.

Quality 
Certified to ISO9001. Audited bi-yearly to 
ensure compliance.

showroom & Factory*  
1 McDowell St Welshpool WA 6106 
Tel (08) 9351 3400    Fax (08) 9351 3444

BunBury showroom  
24 Clifford St Bunbury WA 6230  
Tel (08) 9726 2213    Fax (08) 9726 2215

MADE IN  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

*

jason

Ten ten year Warranty
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benchmark doors

individual 
glazing system

twist-in 
Building-in ties

Stylish built-in 
mortised deadlock

The traditional look of timber 
the duraBility oF aluminium
at last.  classic-style french doors and hinged doors crafted for you by Jason.  Single and 

double door sets may be coupled to highlites and sidelites for added visual appeal.  

different glazing and glazing bar configurations give you further scope to create a truly 

individual look for your new home.  the perfect choice to coordinate with 

BenchmarK windows.

product Features


